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Executive Summary 
 
Monitoring traffic intersections in real-time as well as predicting possible collisions is an 
important first step towards building an early collision warning system. We present the 
general vision methods used in a system addressing this problem and describe the 
practical adaptations necessary to achieve real-time performance. A novel method for 
three-dimensional vehicle size estimation is presented. We also describe a method for 
target localization in real-world coordinates, which allows for sequential incorporation of 
measurements from multiple cameras into a single target’s state vector. Additionally, a 
fast implementation of a false-positive reduction method for the foreground pixel masks 
is developed. Finally, a low-overhead collision prediction algorithm using the time-as-
axis paradigm is presented. The proposed system was able to perform in real-time on 
videos of quarter-VGA (320 × 240) resolution. The errors in target position and 
dimension estimates in a test video sequence are quantified. 
 



Chapter 1

Introduction

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are built from technologies such as sensing, control, en-
gineering, and computing to solve transportation-related problems. Such systems have evolved
from primarily addressing traffic control problems to current applications that involve better lane
design for reduced congestion, developing systems that help reduce traffic-related fatalities, and
better vehicle and pedestrian monitoring systems to study flow patterns in various traffic scenarios.
Such systems perform well in steady-state traffic situations like those on a freeway, but perform
badly when applied to the highly unsteady flow of a busy traffic intersection.

Traffic monitoring applications regularly make use of computer vision principles to model
and analyze traffic scenarios. For example, in [7], a contour tracker was used to model each
moving vehicle, while the problem of tracking vehicles under challenging conditions in a freeway
is addressed by [3] using a feature-based tracking system.

Studies have shown that collisions between vehicles at traffic intersections account for nearly
a third of all reported crashes in the United States [5, 11]. This has led to considerable interest at
the federal level in developing an intelligent, low-cost system that can detect and prevent potential
collisions in real time. This report presents the various components of a vision system that monitors
a traffic intersection and uses the tracking results to predict collisions over a short time interval
extending into the future. Our goal is to establish the feasibility of this approach; the specific
way in which these predictions can be used to prevent possible traffic accidents, however, is not
addressed at this time.

The rest of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the problem that our system
addresses and explains our particular design choices. Chapters 3 and 4 present specific adaptations
of low-level and high-level vision algorithms that were implemented to monitor a traffic intersec-
tion. The techniques used to predict collisions and measure vehicle dimensions are presented in
Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 presents and evaluates our results on a test video sequence.
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Chapter 2

Problem Specification and System Overview

The purpose of our system is to monitor a traffic intersection using a live video feed from one or
more cameras over extended periods of time. Possible collisions between tracked vehicles must be
detected before they occur so that a timely warning may be issued. It is critical that the system runs
in real-time and that it adapts to changes in the environment for the duration of the monitoring. In
addition, since the system must predict collisions, we need to produce accurate estimates of both
the positions and dimensions of vehicles, preferably in real-world units.

Appearance-based trackers, such as the kernel-based mean-shift tracker presented in [4], are
good at following moving objects even in the presence of partial occlusions. Unfortunately, such
methods usually require a target model to be manually specified and cannot delineate objects accu-
rately. Since we cannot provide target models for the various vehicles that can enter a traffic scene
in advance, and because we need the outlines of vehicles to measure their dimensions, we chose
to base our target models on connected regions of foreground pixels. Connected regions (blobs)
extracted from a foreground mask provide us with good object outlines, allow for automatic target
identification, and are well-suited for real-time systems.

In order to classify foreground pixels, we need a background model of the observed scene.
Due to the gradual changes in scene appearance over extended periods of time, we cannot use a
static background model. Instead, we use an adaptive background model based on the mixtures
of Gaussians segmentation method in [13]. The resulting background/foreground classifier adapts
well to gradual changes in the monitored outdoor environment and allows for the detection of
targets even if they are not moving — a common occurrence at traffic intersections. Occasionally,
the background extraction can fail, either because of sudden illumination changes in the scene
caused by passing clouds or a camera’s gain control circuitry, or due to minor camera shakes
resulting from road vibrations or wind load. We present efficient methods for compensating for
sudden illumination changes and camera shakes. We also describe a fast implementation of the
method presented in [2] for cleaning up the foreground masks.

Vehicles that move throughout the scene will sometimes occlude other moving objects, or be
themselves occluded by static objects such as road-sign poles, traffic lights, etc. Such occlusions
cause blobs to merge, split into smaller regions, or to disappear completely. These interactions
between connected regions can either cause a single target to be visible as more than one blob
in the foreground, or cause several targets to be represented as a single blob. The problem can
be alleviated by making use of multiple cameras to observe the same intersection; proper camera
placement can ensure that vehicles are rarely occluded in the views of all cameras. However, even
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when multiple cameras are used, it is advantageous to have some means of handling occlusions in
a single view. For that reason, we represent targets as sets of regions and introduce a second-level
tracker that is capable of handling blob merges and splits. The second-level tracker also makes
use of camera calibration data in order to estimate the position and velocity of vehicles in world-
coordinates. The calibration method we use is presented in [10] and allows us to accurately map
points from the image-planes of all cameras to positions on a single world-coordinate ground-
plane.

It is common practice to use the centroids of connected regions to represent a target’s position.
Such an approach is sub-optimal, because the position of a centroid relative to the ground-plane
depends on the size and orientation of vehicles and also on the particular camera placement. The
last fact complicates multi-camera tracking since the centroids tracked in different camera views
do not correspond to the same real-world point. We introduce a method that can identify the centers
of vehicular bases on the ground plane given the outlines of the vehicles and the camera calibration
data. The base centers identified by our method correspond to the same real-world point, which
allows for sequential incorporation of the measurements in a target’s state vector. The method also
produces estimates of the width, length, and height of vehicles which are critical for the collision
prediction system.

The last component of our system is the collision prediction module. Given the positions,
velocities and dimensions of all targets in the scene, the module reports all target pairs that will
collide within a time interval of lengthL in the immediate future, assuming their velocities stay
constant. Optionally, the actual time of impact for each target pair that collides within the specified
L time units can be reported. We present an efficient method for predicting pairwise collisions
whose run-time performance does not depend on the parameterL. The method is based on the idea
of “extruding” the two-dimensional vehicular bases along a time axis to obtain three-dimensional
polytopes that can be tested for overlap efficiently by making use of the Separating Axis Theorem
[6].
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Chapter 3

Low-Level Vision System

In this chapter we elaborate on the methods used for background model maintenance, illumination
filtering, camera shake compensation, and noise removal in the foreground mask. Figure 3.1 shows
the components of the low-level vision system and the data interactions between them.

Illumination 
filter

Camera shaking 
compensation

Background 
segmentation

Noise removal

Input video

Video with no sudden
illumination changes

Video aligned to
background model

Noisy binarized
foreground mask

Foreground mask

Most probable
background

Foreground mask

Figure 3.1: Low-level vision system components and data flow for a single frame. Lighter lines indicate
the use of data from the processing of the previous frame.

3.1 Illumination Filter and Background Model Maintenance

The illumination filter runs before any other processing takes place. Its purpose is to prevent
sudden brightness or contrast changes in its output, while preserving the color information in its
input. The filter scales and adds an offset to all pixels in the image. The multiplicative and additive
factors used are the same for each pixel component (red, green, and blue). The meanmin and
root-mean-square (rms)rin of all pixel components (regardless of channel) are used as measures of
brightness and contrast, respectively. The scale factors are chosen so that the meanmout and rms
rout of the output image match some specified target valuesmtgt andrtgt. Finally, we obtain the
target values for the next video frame according to the equations:

mtgt ← (1− ω)mtgt + ωmin (3.1)

rtgt ← (1− ω)rtgt + ωrin. (3.2)

The factorω is chosen to be lower than the learning rate used in the background model update
equations in order to ensure that the output of the filter never changes faster than the background
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model can accommodate the changes.
The background model represents the probability of observing a 3-component background

pixel as a mixture of Gaussians:

P (c) =
n∑

i=1

πiP (c|Mi) =
n∑

i=1

πi
e−

1
2
(c−µi)

T Σ−1
i (c−µi)√

(2π)3|Σ|
. (3.3)

The mixture weightsπi, the mixture meansµi, and the mixture covarianceΣi are stored for each
pixel and updated at every frame. An input pixel matches a mixture component if its Mahalanobis
distance [9] to the component’s mean is less than a threshold. The mixture components are ar-
ranged in descending order of theirπi/

√
|Σi| ratios. At every new frame, the indexj of the first

component (if any) to match the input pixel is recorded. The pixel is labeled as background if∑j−1
i=1 πi ≤ T for some thresholdT .
If an input pixelc does not match any mixture component, the least probable one is replaced

by a component with meanc and suitable initial weight and covariance. Mixture components are
updated using the following transformations applied sequentially:

πi ← (1− α)πi + δijα (3.4)

µi ← (1− δijβ)µi + δijβc (3.5)

Σi ← (1− δijβ)Σi + δijβ(c− µi)(c− µi)
T (3.6)

The factorδij denotes the Kronecker delta. An account of our choices for the learning ratesα and
β, as well as all other parameters for the illumination filter and background segmentation can be
found in [1]. Theoretical justification of the method is available in [12].

3.2 Camera Shaking Compensation

Camera shaking is problematic for the vision system since the static camera assumption is violated.
We cannot afford to match input pixels against a neighborhood of background pixel models since
each match involves the calculation of Mahalanobis distances to a number of mixture components.
Even a modestly-sized neighborhood increases the computational burden considerably.

The approach we take allows us to compensate for whole-pixel translations of the input relative
to the background. Due to the need for good coverage, the cameras observing the traffic are at a
significant distance from the road. At such distances, the effects of minute camera pose changes
can be approximated by a single translation.

To find the translation that describes a camera pose change most accurately, we match the
input video frame against the most probable background image consisting of all theµ1 mixture
component means at each pixel location. The matches are performed at a fixed number of possible
horizontal and vertical offsets and the one with the least sum of absolute differences yields the
desired translation. The sum of absolute differences measure is used because it is not affected
significantly by a small number of outliers. If the background image at a pixel locationp is denoted
asB(p), and the input frame is denoted byI(p), we find the optimal translationq as follows:

q = argmin
‖q‖∞≤w

∑
p V (p)|B(p)− I(p + q)|∑

p V (p)
. (3.7)
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The parameterw limits the search to a small square window. The maskV (p) is zero-valued if the
pixel at locationp was a foreground pixel in the previous frame and1 otherwise. The maskV (p)
prevents the motion of objects in the scene from being mistaken for a camera displacement. In
practice, when only a small portion of the scene is classified as foreground, the maskV (p) can be
ignored since the sum of absolute differences distance measure is robust against the small number
of outliers present.

Equation (3.7) does not lead to a very efficient implementation since it requires a total of
(2w + 1)2 full-image matches to be performed. In order to improve the performance of the cam-
era shaking compensation, we use a hierarchical approach. We build an`-level pyramid of the
input imageI(p) and the most probable background imageB(p), denoted asI1(p) . . . I`(p) and
B1(p) . . . B`(p) in the subsequent discussion. The first level is at full resolution (i.e.B1(p) =
B(p) andI1(p) = I(p)), while each subsequent level is obtained by down-sampling the previous
one by averaging2× 2 pixel regions. The optimal translationqj at pyramid levelj is found using
the following recurrence:

qj = argmin
‖qj−2qj+1‖∞≤1

∑
p Vj(p)|Bj(p)− Ij(p + qj)|∑

p Vj(p)
. (3.8)

The search starts at the highest pyramid level` (using the definitionq`+1 = 0), and proceeds
downwards until we find the full-resolution optimal displacementq1. At each level, a total of
9 image-to-background matches are performed. The effective range of (3.8) with` levels is the
same as that of (3.7) using a window size of2` − 1. If the images under consideration have
N pixels, the number of absolute differences computed using the hierarchical method is at most
9
∑`

i=1
N
4i1
≤ 12N . In contrast, the non-hierarchical method requires a number of absolute differ-

ences computed proportional to(2w +1)2N , which is much larger even for modest values ofw. In
our implementation we use5 pyramid levels, which enable us to find translations with horizontal
and vertical offsets in the range±31 pixels.

Once the appropriate image-to-background translationq1 is found, we simply shift the input
image by−q1 to align it with the background model.

3.3 Noise Removal

The foreground mask obtained using the described background extraction method usually contains
a small amount of noise, which affects the connectedness and outlines of the identified blobs. It is
common to post-process such binarized background masks using a sequence of simple morpholog-
ical operations, such as erosions and dilations. However, determining the appropriate number and
size of such operations is hard, and a wrong choice can severely affect the quality of the resulting
mask (Figure 3.3). The blob segmentation method in [2] addresses these issues.

The method evaluates the degree to which pixels in the binary mask belong to a connected
region. The basic structuring element used for determining the fitness of pixels is shown in Figure
3.2(a). Arrows in the diagram represent logicalAND operations between the indicated pixels, and
the target of the arrows counts the number of operations that yield a true value. The basic elements
are combined into a compound structuring element as illustrated in Figure 3.2(b) and the sum of
their fitness values is the fitness value for the central pixel. The sum of fitness values over a small
neighborhood of each pixel is thresholded to obtain the final binary mask.
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a) b) c) d)

Figure 3.2: a) A single structural element; b) The compound structural element composed of4 basic
elements; c) State is a six-bit binary numbers5s4s3s2s1s0 obtained from the first two columns, while the
third column specifies the input character as the 3-bit numberi2i1i0; d) A sample input with central pixel
fitness 5; Before processing the central pixel, the transducer is in state15; The input character is5; The
transition from state15 on input5 produces the desired output value5 and the next state30. Figures a) &
b) adapted from [2].

A direct implementation of the method would require9 memory accesses,12 logical AND
operations and11 additions per pixel. To reduce the run-time overhead of the method, we based
our implementation on a finite-state transducer with64 states, an8 character input alphabet and
12 character output alphabet. Figure 3.2(c) shows how the state and input character depend on the
values of the pixels in a compound region. At each pixel, we need3 memory accesses,2 shifts,
and2 additions to compute the input character. A table lookup given the current state and the
input character yields the desired output and next state. We combine the output and next state
information in a single integer value (lower4 bits for the output, next6 bits for the next state). One
iteration through the transducer therefore requires1 memory lookup,1 bitwiseAND operation to
extract the output character, and1 shift to obtain the next state. Using this approach, we achieved
a 44% reduction (2.3 ms vs.4.2 ms on a 1.2GHz Pentium III for320 × 240 pixel masks ) in the
per-frame processing time with respect to an optimized direct implementation of the method.

a) b) c) d) e)

Figure 3.3: a) Foreground mask before noise removal; b) Noise removal using 1 erosion followed by 1
dilation; c) Using 2 erosions and 2 dilations; d) Using 1 erosion and 3 dilations; e) Structural denoising
using a3× 3 neighborhood and fitness threshold30.
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Chapter 4

Target Identification and Tracking

The output of the low-level vision system is a foreground mask on which we perform connected
region extraction. The target tracking proceeds in two stages — image-space region tracking and
ground-plane tracking of sets of connected regions. We will briefly discuss the camera calibra-
tion data available to the ground-plane tracker in the following section and then describe the two
tracking stages in more detail. Figure 4.1 illustrates the components of the tracking system.

Connected 
region extraction

Image-plane 
tracker

Connected regions
(blobs)

Occlusion 
reasoning

Blobs and associations

Ground-plane 
tracker

Target models
(blob sets)

Tracked vehicles

Foreground mask

Figure 4.1: Tracking system components and data flow. The interaction between the ground-plane tracker
and the collision prediction module is not indicated for conciseness.

4.1 Scene Calibration

Camera calibration is performed for a given traffic intersection using the approach outlined by [10].
Geometric primitives on the scene such as sets of parallel lines, vertical lines, and perpendicular
lines are identified on a still-image view from each camera. Correspondences between points in
the views of different cameras and some real-world distances between points in the same camera
view are also specified. The camera calibration routine then generates the following data for each
camera: a3 × 3 intrinsic matrixA, a world–to–camera coordinate transformation represented by
the4 × 4 matrix Twc = {tij}, an image-plane–to–ground-plane perspective mapping represented
by the3×3 matrixG = {gij}, and the camera’s locationc = [c1, c2, c3]

T in real-world coordinates.
The calibration data allows us to preform a number of computations that are relevant to the ground-
plane tracker and the size estimation component of the collision prediction module.
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A point (u, v) in the image-plane of a camera can be mapped to a point(x, y) on the ground
plane using the following relation:

z[x, y, 1]T = G[u, v, 1]T . (4.1)

The scalarz in (4.1) represents the perspective division. The calibration data also allows us to find
the image-plane coordinates of a vanishing pointw ∈ R2 in the direction of any world-coordinate
unit-vectord ∈ R3 as follows:

F = AI3×4Twc (4.2)

r = Fd (4.3)

w = [r1/r3, r2/r3]
T . (4.4)

To find the length of a line segment perpedicular to the ground-plane, we need to determine
the real-world height of its floating end-pointx given the image coordinates of its projection
y = [y1, y2]

T on the ground-plane (the other end-point). The heighth is given by:

z =
(x− y) · ([f13, f23]

T − f33y)

f 2
13 + f 2

23 + (x · y)f 2
33 − f33[f11, f23]T · (x + y)

h = z/(g31y1 + g32y2 + g33). (4.5)

The scalarsfij are the components of the matrixF in (4.2).
To compute the ground-plane projectiony of a point with whose heighth and image coordi-

natesx are known, we first find the ground-plane pointz which corresponds tox in the image-plane
(using (4.1) withx andz). The projection ofx on the ground-plane is then computed as:

y = c + (1− h/c3)(z− c). (4.6)

4.2 Image-Space Tracker

P Q P Q P Q P Q

a) b) c) d)

Figure 4.2: Possible blob interactions between the current frame and the previous frame. a) one-to-one; b)
simple split; c) simple merge; d) split-merge conflict.

The image-space region tracker computes the fractional overlap between regions in the current
frame, denotedQ = {(qj,vj)}nq

j=1, and the predicted position of blobs from the previous frame,
denoted asP = {(pi,ui)}np

i=1. The predicted position of a blobPi ∈ P is obtained by adding its
velocityui to its positionpi.
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If the overlap is above a threshold (50%), the respective blobs are associated and the velocity
vj of the current frame blobQj ∈ Q located atqj is estimated for use in the next frame. Figure
4.2 shows the possible overlap configurations that can occur from one frame to the next one; a
particular configuration is indicative of an occlusion event that must be handled as a separate case
when estimating the image-plane velocity of connected regions.

Since we only need to predict the future positions of blobs in the image for one frame into
the future, we make use of a simple method for estimating the image-space velocities: If a blob
Pi is only related to one blobQj (Figure 4.2(a)),vj is estimated as0.5ui + 0.5(qj − pi). In the
case of a split of the blobPi into the blobsQj1 , Qj2 , . . . , Qjm (Figure 4.2(b)), we set each of the
velocitiesvj1 ,vj2 , . . . ,vjm to ui. Newly appearing blobs are assumed to have zero velocity, while
the velocity of a blob which has more than one predecessor (Figures 4.2(c) and 4.2(d)) is computed
by taking the average velocity of all predecessors, weighted by their areas.

4.3 Ground-Plane Tracker

The ground-plane target tracker makes use of the blob associations computed by the image-space
tracker. Each target model consists of a per-camera collection of blobs and camera-independent
information about the ground-plane position of targets’ bases, velocity, and dimensions. Position
measurements from each camera are sequentially incorporated into the state vector by means of an
Extended Kalman Filter, while size measurements are combined using a recursive Least Squares
Estimator for each dimension independently. Figure 4.3 shows two possible approaches for ve-
hicle position estimation — by tracking the centroids of targets, or by tracking the centers of the
vehicles’ bases. As indicated in Figure 4.3(a), the centroid is not a good tracking feature for
multiple-camera configurations since it does not correspond to the same real-world point on the
vehicle.

a) b)

Figure 4.3: Two views of a vehicle tracked by 2 camerasindependently. Features recovered from camera
1 are indicated by a diagonal cross, while features from camera 2 are indicated by a plus sign. Each view
shows the corresponding estimate from the other camera superimposed. a) Position recovered from blob
centroid; b) Position estimated by finding the vehicle’s base.

Tracking the bases of vehicles simplifies the problem of establishing target correspondence
across views from different cameras. We restrict our further discussion of the ground-plane tracker
to the single-camera case since the extension to multiple cameras is not overly complicated.

The blob collections of existing targets are updated by replacing each element with its asso-
ciated regions fromQ. The additional requirement that the blobs fromQ are close to the target
is imposed in order to keep the models tightly clustered. Targets are allowed to share blobs (e.g.,
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during dynamic occlusions), so a usage counter is kept for each blob. The next phase of the tracker
attempts to incorporate unused regions into a target’s collection if its base center is contained by
the contour of blob. This step allows targets to re-acquire regions lost due to temporary static oc-
clusions. New targets are identified next, by selecting single unused regions that have been tracked
successfully for a number of frames.

Finally, we proceed to update the state information of targets. The position and velocity of each
one is first predicted. The predicted values will not be corrected for targets that share some of their
blobs with others, since in that case the blob contours do not reflect a single object’s outline. For
the remaining targets, measurements are performed using the methods described in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 5

Collision Prediction

The collision prediction module is responsible for measuring the base center and dimensions of a
target given its outline and for predicting potential collisions between vehicles. The specific way
in which we use object outlines and calibration data for the first task is presented, followed by a
description of the collision detection test.

Vanishing point 
selection

Tangent lines 
fitting

Vehicle outlines;
Vanishing points

Size & position 
estimation

Vehicles;
2-D bounding lines

Collision 
prediction

Vehicles;
3-D bounding boxes

Collision events

Tracked vehicles

Camera 
calibration

Figure 5.1: Collision prediction system components and data flow. Size and position estimates are provided
to the ground-plane tracking component of the tracking module.

5.1 Dimension and Position Measurement

To measure a target’s position and dimensions, we fit a three-dimensional box to its outline. The
outline is the union of all contour points of regions in the target’s blob collection. Assuming for the
moment that we know the box’s position, dimension, and orientation, we can extend its edges into
lines. Those lines intersect at three distinct vanishing points in the image plane (we also handle
lines parallel to the image plane as a special case.) The importance of this result is that we can
reverse the process — starting with the three vanishing points and the object’s outline, we can find
some of the edges of the box. The vanishing points in a given directiond ∈ R3 is obtained using
(4.4). The relevant directions are found by making two assumptions: that the target’s orientation
coincides with its direction of motion and that the bases of the targets are parallel to the ground-
plane. The first assumption determines the vanishing pointswx andwy in directions parallel to the
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ground-plane: the direction of motiondx and perpendicular directiondy. The second assumption
fixes the third vanishing pointwz in the directiondz = [0, 0, 1]T .

For each vanishing point, we find the two tangent lines to the convex hull of the target’s outline.
If a vanishing point is inside the outline’s hull, it will be ignored in subsequent steps since all box
edges that vanish to that point would be contained in the outline and thus irrecoverable. There is
no need to compute the convex hull, since its vertices are a subset of the outline’s vertices. The
tangent lines to the hull are the lines through a vanishing point and an outline point that form the
least and greatest angles relative to a fixed axis. Figure 5.2 shows a sample target, the relevant
vanishing points, and the directions that determine them, as well as the tangent lines identified by
our algorithm.

d y d
x

dz

wywx

Figure 5.2: Tangent lines to a target’s outline from thewx andwy vanishing points. The directionsdx, dy,
anddz are indicated as well.

The end-points of the bounding box edges are found by intersecting the tangent lines. The
three cases that we need to consider are shown in Figure 5.3. In the last case we cannot determine
the length of two of the edges. This case does not occur if the camera is placed sufficiently high
above the road plane, however, even with proper camera placement some of the dimensions may
be unavailable due to partial visibility ( we consider an edge partially visible if one of its end-
points is within a small distance of the image borders.) Partially visible edges will not be used
to produce dimension measurements, but will still be used for position measurements since the
tracker requires them for every frame.

wy

dx

wy

dx

wy
dx

a) b) c)

Figure 5.3: The three major cases for the tangent line intersections. Thicker line segments indicate edges
whose length can be retrieved. The location of thewy vanishing point and the direction of motiondx are
indicated. In a) and b) all three dimensions can be recovered, while in c) only two are recoverable.

The center of a target’s base is obtained by taking the mid-point of a line segment connecting
two edge end-points on opposite corners of the box. The real-world lengths of edges in the ground
plane can be identified by using (4.1) on both end-points. The length of vertical edges can be
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determined using (4.5). The recovered heights are necessary in order to determine the lengths of
edges for which both end-points are vertically displaced from the ground-plane, using (4.6).

5.2 Collision Prediction

The problem considered by our collision prediction system is to identify pairs of vehicles that
would to collide if they maintain their current velocities. We are only interested in imminent
collisions, so we test for collisions onlyL time-units into the future (we usedL = 30 frames for
our tests). Vehicle heights are irrelevant for the collision test since we track them in the ground-
plane. Hence, we only test the bases of vehicles for collision.

The number of vehicles that can be present at a traffic intersection is fairly limited, so the
lower time complexity of advanced collision detection methods, such as those outlined in [8], does
not translate to better run-time performance because of the overhead imposed by pre-processing
steps and the use of advanced data structures. Thus, we opted to test all vehicle pairs in a scene for
possible collision over a time interval and focused on maximizing the performance of the individual
tests.

Our method is based on the idea “extruding” the bases of vehicles along a time axis. The extru-
sion of a rectangle moving from a pointp0 to the pointpL overL time units is a parallelepiped like
the one shown in Figure 5.4(a). A collision occurs if and only if the parallelepipeds representing
two vehicles overlap. Figure 5.4(b) illustrates this and introduces our notation for the following
discussion.

y

ti
m

e

x

w Lv

L

pL

p0

l
v2

v3

c

u1

u2

u3

v1

a) b)

Figure 5.4: Rectangles extruded in time. a) Aw × l rectangle at positionp0, moving forL time units
with velocity v (reaching pointpL); b) Two overlapping parallelepipeds with labeled edges; the vectorc
connects the centroids of the polytopes.

Two convex polytopes are disjoint if there exists an axis on which their projections are disjoint.
The Separating Axis Theorem [6] establishes that it is sufficient to test for overlap on axes that are
perpendicular to a face from either polytope or perpendicular to edges from both polytopes. The
15 axes we need to consider are defined by the pairwise cross products of the vectorsu1, u2, u3,
v1, v2 andv3 in Figure 5.4(b). The6 pairwise cross-products of the vectorsu1, u2, v1 andv2 are
parallel to the time axis, which eliminates them from further consideration since objects always
overlap on the time axis. An axisa chosen from one of the remaining9 axes separates the two
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polytopes if the following condition holds:

2|c · a| > |u1 · a|+ |u2 · a|+ |u3 · a|+
|v1 · a|+ |v2 · a|+ |v3 · a|. (5.1)

|u1·a|+|u2·a|

|v1·a|+|v2·a|

u1u2

v1

v2

c

a

|c·a|−½(|u1·a|+|u2·a|+|v1·a|+|v2·a|)

Figure 5.5: An example illustarting (5.1). In this particular case, the objects are separated by the axis.

The vectorc in (5.1) connects the centers of the two polytopes, as shown in Figure 5.4(b). The
constant factor of2 in front of the left hand side of (5.1) accounts for the fact that each polytope’s
projection on the axisa is symmetric around the projection of its center. Figure 5.5 illustrates
(5.1) for an equivalent two-dimensional example. As soon as an axis is found to separate the two
polytopes, we can be sure that no collision between the respective vehicles is possible.

·u1 ·u2 ·v1 ·v2 ·u3 ·v3 ·c
(u1 × u3) 0 A B C 0 D W
(u2 × u3) A 0 E F 0 G X
(v1 × v3) B E 0 I H 0 Y
(v2 × v3) C F I 0 J 0 Z
(u1 × v3) 0 A B C D 0 W
(u2 × v3) A 0 E F G 0 X
(v1 × u3) B E 0 I 0 H Y
(v2 × u3) C F I 0 0 J Z
(u3 × v3) D G H J 0 0 U

Table 5.1: All possible values for individual terms in (5.1). Identical letters indicate identical values for the
absolute value of the dot product between the vectors indicated in the first column and the vectors indicated
in the first row. For example, from the table it can be seen that|(u1 × u3) · u2| = |(u2 × v3) · u1| (both
represented by an ‘A’ in the appropriate table cells).

It also turns out that terms in (5.1) that involve the same three vectors produce the same values,
as shown in Table 5.1. This lets us eliminate4 more axes from consideration and allows us to
re-use some of the intermediate results (the terms indicated by individual letters in Table 5.1) of
one axis overlap test in subsequent tests. Our final implementation of the test requires a total of44
multiplications,35 additions/substractions, and5 comparisons. The resulting method for detecting
possible collisions over a time interval has an almost negligible impact on our system’s running
time and requires no extra storage or complicated data structures.
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Chapter 6

Results

Our system performs in real-time on current generation hardware (34.6 fps on a 2.66GHz Pentium
IV system.) The output of the system is shown in Figure 6.1 — target bounding boxes are overlaid
on the input video to allow for visual inspection of the tracking results. The foreground mask for
each frame is also shown in order to highlight the behavior of the system with regard to dynamic
and static occlusions. No collision warning is issued for the two occluding vehicles, since their
bounding boxes are separated.

Figure 6.1: A tracking sequence at the intersection of Washington Ave. SE and Union St. SE on the
University of Minnesota – Twin Cities campus. Two regions are merged in the second and third frame
(dynamic occlusion). Another region is split in the third frame (static occlusion). Video of the output is
available at http://www.cs.umn.edu/research/airvl/its/.

We manually counted the number of cars in86 regularly spaced video frames. Of the273
vehicles found,231 (85%) were correctly identified by our system,19 (7%) were not identified at
all, and23 (8%) were identified, but merged with other targets in the scene. We then manually
fit bounding boxes around15 different vehicles for several consecutive frames, which gave us292
individual boxes. The root-mean squared error in the estimated quantities, as well as the average
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Position Length Width Height
a) 72 cm 32 cm /6% 82 cm /33% 22 cm /14%
b) 70 cm 34 cm /7% 33 cm /14% 23 cm /16%

Table 6.1: Root-mean-squared errors are reported in centimeters, while average relative errors are reported
as percentages. a) Results from all15 vehicles; b) Excluding a turning vehicle whose long shadow caused
severe errors in the width estimate (18 of 292 samples removed).

relative error for the three reported vehicle dimensions are indicated in Table 6.1.
The indicated accuracy of our system is significant, given the resolution at which the measure-

ments were taken, and considering that the reprojection error of our camera calibration was as large
as40 cm in the central regions of the image.

The correctness of the collision prediction algorithm was evaluated using simulated data, since
a statistically significant sample of vehicular collisions cannot be readily obtained — in the test
video sequences available to us, no collisions between vehicles occurred. In the absence of se-
vere tracking failures, our system did not issue erroneous collision warnings, despite the common
occurrence of dynamic and static occlusions.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary

We presented a vision-based system for monitoring traffic intersections that issues warnings about
imminent collisions. The sensors used comprise of one or more fixed video cameras, calibrated in
advance of the system’s operation. Instabilities in the input video due to camera shaking, sudden
illumination changes, and weather conditions (e.g. light rain) are handled automatically by the
low-level vision components of the system. Accurate velocity, position, and size information in
real-world units is obtained for each vehicle in the scene by the high-level vision components of
the system. The collision prediction module makes use of this data to predict vehicle trajectories
and report collisions. The data generated by the system is also suitable for vehicle classification
purposes and for categorization of the severity of collisions. The system is robust to temporary
static and dynamic occlusions, and is capable of handling the stop-and-go situations that occur in
the setting of a traffic intersection. The proposed algorithms were implemented on general-purpose
computer system without specialized vision-processing hardware. We were able to achieve real-
time performance (greater than30 Hz sampling rate) on videos of sufficient resolution.

7.2 Future Work

The presence of shadows cast from moving objects poses an interesting challenge for future re-
search. Such shadows exacerbate occlusion problems and degrade the quality of the target outlines
recovered by connected region extraction. The detection and elimination of shadows is an area of
active research, but it remains to be seen if a method capable of meeting the stringent real-time
performance and quality requirements of our system will be found.

Another area of interest for further research is the extension of the camera calibration tech-
niques we use to allow for tracking of objects on non-planar road surfaces. This amounts to devel-
oping supervised algorithms for the recovery of road surfaces using common geometric primitives
visible in a still image of a traffic intersection.

Finally, we would like to investigate the benefit of using more descriptive vehicle motion mod-
els in order to improve the position and velocity estimates of tracked vehicles. The noise in image-
space measurements precludes the use of high-order filters, but a mixture of several high-bias filters
combined using a Switching Kalman Filter may further improve the quality of tracking results.
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